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Action recognition belongs to the most challenging
tasks in computer vision. An action is usually defined
by multiple elements, called "cues", e.g. person, ob-
ject and scene. Accordingly, common actions can be
divided into four types as shown in Figure 1.

(a) Body Motion Only (b) Human Object Interaction

(c) Body Motion in Context (d) Human Object Interaction in

Context

Figure 1: Action types with different composition of semantic

cues, e.g. human body (red box), interacting objects (green

box), and global context (blue box)

Despite the high overall classification accuracy
[4], the conventional two-stream CNN approach [2]
performs poorly on human-centric categories (shad-
owed plot in Figure 3). This discovery indicates
overfitting from uninformative variances possibly from
"scene". Hence we propose a semantically aware
CNN-based framework for action recognition in video,
which uses the locational information of various se-
mantic cues as an explicit attention guidance during
training and testing.

1 Approach

First of all, we propose a generic and efficient
method to extract action relevant persons and objects
from video sequences using the output of an object
detector, e.g. Faster R-CNN [1]. This method re-
covers detection errors and removes irrelevant “by-
standers" devoid of ground truth. The obtained bound-
ing boxes are incorporated into the conventional two-
stream CNNs network via a RoiPooling layer as shown
in Figure 2. Each semantic cue constructs an individ-
ual channel, which is combined by a fusion layer to
produce the final prediction.

2 Experiment and Result

We conduct a series of experiments on UCF101
dataset [3] and determine the best performing model,
namely SR-CNNs with sum-fused person and scene

Figure 2: Architecture of two-stream SR-CNNs

channels, denoted as S+P. Our empirical study demon-
strates that (1) our approach outperforms the original
two-stream CNNs in terms of global accuracy (Table
1) (2) the robustness against ambiguous variances in
scene (Figure 3) is improved (3) semantic channels ex-
hibit complementary properties and improves spatial
and temporal streams differently.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison on UCF101 split1 in dif-

ferent action types defined in Figure 1. (left: spatial stream;

right: temporal stream)

Models Spatial Temporal Two Stream

S 77.93 86.79 91.15

S+P 78.32 88.29 92.60
Table 1: Comparison to conventional two-stream CNNs on

UCF101 averaged over 3 splits
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